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New Drum is a young italian firm born in 2020, based on a new model 
of craftsmanship halfway between tradition and innovation. 

New Drum makes professional percussion instruments with care and 
passion for drummers, using only products 100% made in italy.

The idea of combining traditional materials, such as solid wood, and 
innovative materials,such as epoxy resin, comes from the desire to offer 
modern and performing instruments, different from the ordinary 
products and offers of traditional artisans.

Our goal is to make available to the cutting-edge drummers a wide 
choice of original and modern sounds and instruments for their drumset, 
able to bring out their originality and their performance.

We care very much about the active participation of the drummers in the 
production, encouraging the creation of unique products, personal and 
individual, with excellent aesthetic and sound qualities.
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Practice Pad
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- Silent: you can practice without disturbing;
- Bounce: the passage of the execution of the exercises 

from the pad to the drum  will be immediate because 
you'll not need to get used to the different surfaces;

- Accelerated performance improvement: the semi-soft 
surfaces requires more effort, the training will be even 
more intensive and effective.



Technical details

Practice Pad 10” with semi-soft rubber, the base is 
made of wood and  decorated with acrylic pouring 
technique and finish made with glossy epoxy.

With each New Drum pad is included a comfortable 
bag with which you can carry the pad without risk of 
damaging it.
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On the back has been applied an anti-slip and 
anti-noise rubber ring.



Technical details
Practice Pad 8” with semi-soft rubber, the base is 
made of solid wood and  epoxy resin with glossy 
finish.
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With the protruding rim you can train your rimshot 
directly on your pad.

The small surface is excellent for focusing on 
accuracy of the shots.

On the back has been applied anti-slip and anti-noise 
rubber mounts.



New Drum Tools
New Drum also offers a range of 
accessories for the drumset.

All accessories are made to enrich the 
drum set with shades and colored accents.

The New Drum Tools don’t have a specific 
function but leave free space to the 
creativity of the drummer  who can decide 
how and where to place it, some 
accessories also offer a double 
functionality.
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Sound can be modulated by moving the wing 
nuts on the top. You can get a more open and 
prolonged sound loosening the tightening of 
the wing nuts.

The Modular B20 is an acoustic tool with an 
electronic sound, it doesn't clutter and you can 
place it on the cymbal stand and it doesn't 
need cables or software for its amplification.

Size: about 15 cm x 5 cm X 4 cm.

It’s made of a solid wood base compatible with 
professional and semi professional M8 cymbal 
stand, two hand-hammered steel slabs, one 
B20 slab and two B20 rattles.
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Modular B20 Technical details



Technical details

It’s made of a solid wood base compatible with 
M8 cymbal stand, three hand-hammered steel 
slabs and two steel rattles.

The Modular Steel is an acoustic tool with an 
electronic sound, it produces a dry and acid 
sound very similar to the sound of a sample 
hihat

Size: about 15 cm x 5 cm X 4 cm.
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It can also be used as an effect to enrich the 
sound of your drum set or as a second hihat for 
those who have space problems or don't have a 
suitable cymbal stand.

Modular Steel 



The Punch Stack is composed of three 
hand-hammered steel cymbals: 8", 10" 
and 12".

Technical details

Despite is an acoustic instrument, the 
Punch Stack produces a sound similar 
to that of a sample snare drum.

The Punch Stack is an indispensable 
"ready to use" instrument for those who 
want to integrate electronic sounds to 
their drumset, without having to use 
cables, DAW and amplifiers.

Clap Stacks
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New Dump
- Full control on the overtones and sustain 

of your drums;
- Two sizes available: small and large 

damper;
- Easy and fast to mount and remove;
- -The New Dump kill the overtones, 

attenuate the harmonics and cut off 
those nasty release.
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Technical details

New Dump Large
medium/heavy damping.

New Dump Small
 medium/light damping.

It’s longer-lasting than gel and tape and is 
more durable when subject to dirt, sunlight 
and frequent displacements;
The  metal locking system with screw 
clamping is stable and safe.
The New Dump doesn’t lose the attack 
because it’s  not glued to the drumhead.
It looks much cleaner and more professional 
than gels and tapes.
The on-off system allows you to easily 
activate and deactivate the effect of the New 
Dump.



You can modulate the sound and choose the right level of damping 
by blocking one or both flaps of the damper
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Simple and comfortable activation and deactivation 
system, compatible with most of the hoops on the 
market, with an anchor range from 1 mm to 8 mm.



The New Damper are made of light 
fabric able to drastically dampen the 
overtones and unwanted frequency, 
giving it a "fat" sound.

The label with the logo allows you to 
easily remove them from the drums.

Two models are available: Medium and 
Light, choose according to your needs 
and the degree of damping that you 
want to get.
Sizes available: 10”, 12”, 13”, 14”, 16”.

Medium Damper
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Light Damper - They are easy to put, remove and 
transport

-  soft and warm volumes without 
annoying buzzes.

- The New Damper can be folded on 
itself so you can decide how to 
attenuate the volume and attack

-  with these dampers the drum heads 
will last longer because they are 
protected from the shots of the 
drum sticks;

- Sizes available: 10”, 12”, 13”, 14”, 
16”.
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Damper Donut
- They are made of thick fabric able 

to drastically dampen the overtones 
and unwanted frequency;

- the central hole has been designed 
for those who want to get a 
controlled and warm sound without 
losing the attack;

- is reinforced with a steel core that 
prevents the deformation of the 
shape;

- for this type of damper the texture 
of the fabric may vary.



2.5 mm steel chain with ten iron bells.

Ideal accessory for hi-hat.

It can be placed on any component of the 
drumset, obtaining different effects depending on 
the combination chosen.

The effect enriches the sound with particular 
accents and nuances.

Chain Bells Technical details
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It has a double function: key chain and accessory 
for drum set.

It can be placed on any cymbal to experience 
different sounds depending on the combination 
chosen.

Noise Key Chain increases the sustain and 
adds a "Trashy" sound.

Technical details Noise Key Chain
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Sizzle Chain Ride Technical details

It allows you to increase the groove and sustain 
of the cymbals even without drilling them.

The length of the chain is about 25 cm and it’s 
made of brass, excellent material for its high 
resonant qualities.

The New Drum Sizzle Chain Ride are a kind of 
removable rivet that, through a leather ring, 
can be used on any cymbal.
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Gallery
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Pads 8” in epoxy resin and 
medium-density rubber
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Fluid Art Pads 10” with 
medium-density rubber
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General information

The products in this catalogue represent the New Drum 
range currently in production.

Each product is complete with its reusable and 
eco-sustainable  packaging, it includes: a tnt bag, a sticker 
and a thank you card with a voucher code.

In the following months we’ll add new products we are 
working on. 
We’ll update the catalog and, if you’re interested,  we’ll 
send you the new document to your mailbox.

We really hope you enjoyed,
Thank you for your attention!
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